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FOREWORD
"To be or not to be!" What a pity Hamlet was not an 
Operations Researcher, this would have removed all the indecision, 
but maybe he would have found that the optimum solution to his 
problem was just to chop off his left le<;.
All of us are confronted daily with operations research 
problems, e.g. when shall we trade in the old bomb for a new 
car, what is the most economical new car to buy, or which is the 
best way to invest our savings. Very few of us reduce the problems 
to mathematical terms and indeed there would be some difficulty in 
placing a numerical value on prestige or comfort, but with some 
logical thought, most people usually arrive at a satisfactory 
solution.
As problems become more complex with a vast number of 
interacting possibilities, it is more and more difficult to see 
the best solution. This is where the techniques of operations 
research can help. If we can make a mathematical model of the 
problem, then it is a simple matter to obtain an optimum solution 
by assuming proven operational research techniques. Of course, 
the major difficulty lies in obtaining a model which closely 
approximates, or even bears some vague relation to reality. It 
is in the first step that the practical applied mathematician has 
his most interesting challenge.
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We incorporated operations research into the undergraduate 
mathematics course at Wollongong University College in 1965 knowing 
that in the near future a large number of mathematics graduates 
would be required for xrork in operations research. The attendance 
at this seminar shows how rapidly this mathematical application 
is growing and points to the need for trained graduates.
A . Keane
Professor of Mathematics.
♦
SUBMARINES, SHOPPERS AND TURTLES
by
K. P. Tognetti
Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, 
Australian National University, Canberra.
The title of this talk is supposed to indicate that O.R. 
(Operations Research) ranges over a very wide class of applications, 
from the science of killing to the science of life. All of these 
applications are concerned with management decisions in complex 
organisations. It is claimed that the Operations Researcher uses 
scientific method to analyse these management decisions. This 
means that he is a scientist examining management decisions using 
the same approach as an astronomer studying stellar systems or a 
botanist studying plants. It is important to regard O.R. as an 
attitude of mind rather than a collection of techniques.
Consequently, it is suggested that O.R. problems should be classified 
in terms of management decisions rather than mathematical techniques
i.e. the classification should be allocation, inventory control etc. 
rather than linear programming, renewal processes, etc.
One approach to an understanding of O.R. is to consider 
techniques of management decision making that are most certainly
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not O.R.. Some of the more polite key words associated with this 
black art might be:
habit, hunch, rules-of-thumb, intuition, hearsay, tenacity 
(sticking to some idea and closing the mind to all contradictory 
evidence), authority (a common technique in the military but 
evident in most organisations, sometimes the authority is a book 
rather than a father figure), plausibility (perhaps the most 
obnoxious of all in which some explanation is claimed to be 
obviously true). The negative approach to O.R. would be to 
conclude that if you don't use any of the above and you are still 
making money then you are using O.R. The really bad effect of 
the non O.R. approach is the failure to reveal any of the structure 
of the problem in terms of the management tasks.
I feel that if management knows nothing else about O.R. 
it should realise that the job of the Operations Researcher is to 
force management to define its objectives logically and with 
clarity. As a corollary the Operations Researcher should not 
expect management to offer a water tight set of objectives the 
first time he is given the problem - this set is to be developed 
as the result of a feedback system between the Operations Researcher 
and management. For the Operations Researcher to obtain this set 
of management objectives, management should know that the very first
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thing he should attempt to provide is a set of measures of 
performance for the management tasks. This is probably more 
important to management than anything else the Operations 
Researcher does. The reason for this is that the mathematical 
techniques, the tools of the decision maker are far more 
developed than the techniques for structurising O.R. problems.
It is a deplorable fact that we O.R. practitioners in 
Australia don’t even have the expertise to utilise the tools 
developed in the 1950's let alone those perfected during the 
last couple of years.
One of the biggest unsolved problems in O.R. is of 
course trying to reduce everything to some common metric, usually 
cost. I think that it is in this area that presumption on the 
part of the Operations Researcher as to what management really 
wants can be very misleading. A blatant figure of $/ton mile 
for a transport problem without any warning of constraints and 
devoid of any sensitivity analysis can be a very dangerous basis 
for making management commitments. The most meaningful presentat­
ion of management indices is of course a very difficult task but 
should be done as part of the manager-Operations Research feed­
back process mentioned earlier.
effectiveness
In the above sketch the 0  are obviously preferable to the 
X but how are we to differentiate between the (27. This is up to 
the manager - the job of the Operations Researcher is not to 
manage but rather to present information to management.
The difficulty of the manager specifying a problem 
involving dimensions of weight, distance, availability, men, 
materials, markets and money to be reduced to a simple index of 
cost is something the Operations Researcher just has to live with. 
Locating datum points embedded in all these dimensions exposes the 
Operations Researcher to what Richard Bellman calls the curse of 
dimensionality. The difficulty might be illustrated as follows.
An object is hidden on a line. If it is required to find it with 
a probability of 10% only 10% of the line has to be searched. If 
it is hidden in an area to detect it with a probability of 10% 
requires searching 33% along two lines. If it were imbedded in a 
space of 50 dimensions you would have to search 93% of a side.
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The difficulty of presenting information involving more than two 
dimensions to management is related to this problem.
Having established some measure of effectiveness the 
Operations Researcher has decided what factors are important and 
he has to suggest ways of manipulating these factors so that the 
objectives of management are best served.
As "best" usually implies maximising some profit function 
this introduces the concept of optimisation. Whatever you may 
think about the compulsions most Operations Researchers appear to 
have regarding optimisation, there is no way of getting round the 
necessity to optimise. I think the pitfalls lay not in whether to 
optimise, but when to optimise. The biggest trap is the one 
waiting for the ’’greenhorn” who rushes in optimising vague 
relationships right at the beginning of the study without going 
through the feedback process with management to establish x^hether 
the relationship really satisfies management objectives.
Again the presentation of optimal policies to management 
should be done very carefully, merely the statement of some 
maximum operating point is not sufficient, such information should 
always be accompanied by a sensitivity analysis.
Submarines
"The art of Winning Wars Without Actually Firing a Shot.”
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Well this is when it all started, in the 1940's in the 
R.A.F. Originally it was called Radar Operational Research.
There are perhaps two distinguishing characteristics of military
O.R. The first is that it is primarily concerned with conflict 
situations and games theory plays a very important role. The 
second is that notwithstanding McNamara's efforts in the Pentagon 
effectiveness is more important than cost. This all stems from 
asking what is the cost of losing the war (although comparing the 
economic health of Germany and Britain to-day one wonders whether 
the cost of winning some wars is prohibitive).
I wish to use this problem in search theory to illustrate 
that the decision maker must be forced to state his problem 
precisely and the classification of an O.R. problem is not always 
clear.
The scenario - a submarine is located in either area A 
or area B with the same probability .5. Given that the submarine 
is in an area a plane can detect it with a probability of .5 which 
is the same for each area. Because of logistic requirements the 
plane can have only two searches. The decision to be made is in 
which areas should the plane search so as to maximise the probability 
of detecting the submarine.
The difficulty is in defining what you mean be detect.
If you mean physically locating the submarine i.e. the plane is on
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a bombing mission, then you should look once in each area. If you 
mean knowing the whereabouts of the submarine i.e. the plane is on 
a reconnaissance, then you should toss a coin to select an area 
and look twice in that area. Now having established that search is 
a rather loose term how does one classify the problem. Essentially 
it reduces to an allocation problem - I have two resources (the 
plane sorties) and I want to allocate them to two jobs to maximise 
some management objectives (the probability of detecting the 
submarine).
The mathematics of the problem is detailed in reference 1.
An extension of this problem led to the development of a dynamic 
programming algorithm (reference 2) which determines the optimal 
assignment of looks to detect an object located according to some 
arbitrary distribution function. Dynamic programming is simply a 
technique for solving an optimisation problem in several variables 
by transforming it to many problems in one variable. Obviously if 
only one look is to be made the mode would be selected. But when 
do we dare look elsewhere than the mode if we have several looks.
The optimal assignment is different for a random sampling from 
the distribution.
Shoppers
This is an oversimplified problem to illustrate some of the 
general principles involved in setting up a probabilistic O.R. model.
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The following terms should be understood.
Stochastic Processes - Stochastic is synonymous with 
probability but is usually used in association with sequences of 
events involving time as the random variable.
Monte Carlo - Originally a technique for evaluating 
deterministic problems by sampling from random processes e.g. 
an integral can be evaluated by sampling points at random and 
counting those points that lie within the curve defined by the 
function to be integrated. This count divided by the total 
number of points is the required integral. The expression is now 
used in connection with the simulation of complex probability 
processes by sampling from the component distributions.
Random Number sampled
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The technique assumes that a random number generator is 
available. The required sample from the given distribution 
function is simply read off as indicated in the sketch.
A shopper arrives at a supermarket and shops from a 
list according to some distribution which has been generated 
from historical records, his arrival is quite random. After 
a time which is some function of the items purchased plus an 
amount which represents compulsion buying, the customer joins 
a service queue. Management have to decide how many service 
counters to provide knowing that the customer will either 
leave the queue or not return for further shopping if the 
queue is too long.
The first point to note is that there is no analytical 
model available to describe the state of customers in the store 
with time. However, the problem can be simulated in a computer 
language specially designed for Operations Research problems.
It can also be set up to describe practically any degree of 
sophistication that you might want to build into the model. The 
language I am familiar with is SIMSCRIPT for the Control Data 
3600 computer at C.S.I.R.O. Canberra but the simulation could 
also be done using the IBM language G.P.S.S. III. It should be 
noted that SIMSCRIPT is simply an extension of FORTRAN which 
incorporates some special features such as a list processor and
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master timing routine and can be mastered quite easily by a good 
FORTRAN programmer. This programmer could collaborate with an 
Operations Researcher to produce extremely valuable simulations 
especially in such areas as production scheduling and inventory 
control.
Some advantages of digital simulation are:-
1. It enables information on the system to be collected 
which is not otherwise available.
2. The act of preparing the program helps you structure 
your view of the system.
3. It is a valuable teaching-tool.
4. The overall view of the model produced by the simulation 
gives an excellent plan for subdivision into sections for 
analytical modelling and these are vital for the 
validation of the model.
5. It can telescope and expand time - makes generalists out 
of specialists.
I have given out a listing of a SIMSCRIPT program 
associated with this problem. If this is used with the primer 
(reference 3) by somebody with a FORTRAN background it will give 
some idea of the form of the language.
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Turtles
Any problem involving a complex organisation becomes a 
problem in Operations Research if man is made to interact with the 
system. Operations Research applied to biology is perhaps the 
newest field of application. The reason for the delay in applying
O.R. to this field is because of the enormous complexity of 
biological organisms even when compared with industrial organisations. 
Certainly O.R. has been applied very successfully to such projects 
as farm management for a considerable time. But the conventional 
approach has only structured the non-biological processes, the 
biological processes have simply been treated as black boxes. The 
recent trend is to include the structure of these biological 
processes e.g. the complicated feedback mechanisms associated with 
water-transport in the soil plant continuum.
Very briefly the turtle problem is as follox^s. Turtles 
arrive at an island and lay eggs in pits which they dig. It is 
noted that, because they have several attempts before they are 
satisfied with the pit, they destroy other egg pits. The 
management decision is to decide how many eggs could be farmed 
for protein without significantly affecting the population level.
This problem has been simulated using SIMSCRIPT and a 
model has been produced which accounts for the destruction, 
between arrivals, laying pattern and so on.
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MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
by
G. W. Grimsdale 
Australian General Electric
JL______INTRODUCTION
Management is the process of converting information into 
action. This conversion process we call decision making.
With the increasing complexity of modern industry, and 
the ever-increasing speed of technological change, decision making, 
for the executive, is becoming a much more difficult process.
The growing importance of these decisions, especially in areas of 
extreme competition, has made the situation more demanding on 
their talents of management. We have long reached the stage where 
the optimum point of operation of many of the systems in modern 
industry is no longer within the intuitive comprehension of 
individuals.
No small wonder then, that there has been a growing demand 
by management, for better tools to assist in the decision making 
process. Not that this demand has appeared only in recent times. 
When the Italian, Pacioli, developed a new method of maintaining 
accounting records called "double-entry" bookkeeping, in 1494, he
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was probably supplying the tool in response to a demand for better 
management information, as an aid to decision making.
The old rule that demand begets supply holds equally in 
the management area. In recent times, especially since World 
War II, the demand has been so great that there has been 
tremendous development of aids for managerial decision making.
A whole new bag of tricks has become available to help management 
make their decisions. Once the scientist realised that the 
"business man was a respectable partner”1, and then turned his 
talents to the investigation of business problems, instead of the 
study of nature, the number of tricks in the bag of aids for 
managerial decision making has reached staggering proportions.
The method used to perform some of these tricks is equally 
staggering to most of us, especially those who do not profess to 
be mathematicians.
More important than these scientific aids for the solution 
of business problems, has been the growing development of the 
study of the decision process per se; that is the study of how a 
human may turn information into action. This study not only 
involves an investigation of the process of making a decision, 
but also how the information may be derived, and the general 
approach required for the solution of management problems.
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What I intend to cover in the remainder of this talk is 
a very general review of aspects of this study, and what it 
may mean to the modern executive.
2._____ MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
Being a detailed and disciplined investigation of ^
management problems in genera], the new study has naturally been
called management science. One writer on the subject has defined
management science as "the mathematical (or more accurately a
2quantitat5.ve) study of management problems". Really it is more
than this. It is a scientific study of management.
The very nature of the study calls on the techniques of
not only the mathematician, but also the psychologist, the engineer,
the physicist, the economist, and, in reality, almost every scientific
3discipline. Tarnoff , traces the history of the subject of manage­
ment science to:
"developments that have occurred since the turn of the 
century, which are precipitating the growth of management 
science knowledge and the expansion of mechanised decision 
making. They are fourfold:
(1) Feedback control theory;
(2) Better understanding of decision processes;
(3) Experimental approaches to business systems 
and analysis; and
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(4) The digital computer."
That broadly covers some of the main areas of investigation 
in management science; areas which include the new fields of 
research, such as;-
(1) Cybernetics - the theory of control and communicat­
ion in the machine and the animal.
(2) Decision Theory - a probe into the psychology of 
decision making, and attempts to provide an 
algorithm (or rule) for taking decisions.
(3) Information Theory - a branch of probability theory 
which is concerned with the properties of trans­
mitted messages, and has been more recently 
extended to the study of information - flow in a 
human channel reporting system.
(4) Operations Research - Morse's definition, "O.R. 
is what O.R. practitioners do" is as near to the 
truth as any. See Appendix A for alternative 
definitions.
All this study of management problems is really putting 
the manager under the microscope. Naturally, there has been 
some reaction on the part of management to being put in this 
position. Some are even saying out loud "I am having enough 
trouble keeping the company in the black as it is. The last 
thing in the world I need is some long-haired scientists to come 
down out of their ivory towers and tell me how I should make my 
decisions." The feeling that management is an art, and that 
decisions are mainly based on intuition, or judgment, is still 
very strong; so strong in fact that there has been resentment for 
the scientist intruding in the area.
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One thing we should realise is that the scientist, in 
investigating management, is really trying to help executives with 
their decisions. He is not saying to management that he can do 
the job better, as far as running the business totally is concerned. 
What he is trying to do is to increase the area of a problem which 
can be measured, and thereby enable management to focus more 
intently on the remainder of the problem where judgment is needed. 
ÎThat he is saying is in effect. "Look, we don’t believe that you 
are managing your company as effectively as it could be managed in 
terms of your overall company objectives. Put us on the payroll 
for a while, and we believe that we can effect an improvement".
The scientist is not proposing a take-over bid, but a means to 
improve operational efficiency.
A lot of the investigations that come under the heading 
of management science are still in a very theoretical stage of 
development. Not all the areas for research have born fruit as 
far as their immediate practical application is concerned. The 
research continues. Every day we may feel the effects of this 
research. Cybernetics is becoming a tool to assist the increased 
development of automation. Decision theory is being further 
developed as an approach to marketing strategy. Information theory 
is starting to be used in the structuring of management reporting 
systems. Operations research techniques have developed to a stage
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that most of the major business organisations in the world have 
large, practising O.R. groups. Management science is really 
beginning to have strong and lasting effects on managerial 
decision making.
One example of these effects can be seen in the company 
I work for, namely, General Electric. It has long been recognised, 
not only in our company, but also generally, that the conventional 
practice of submitting single value data, in budget forecasting, 
falls short of providing adequate communication of departmental 
assumptions, business plans, and expected ranges of operating 
results. But this whole area is based on uncertainty. Most 
decisions to invest funds are made on the basis of assuming a 
"certain” future, yet, the future cannot be known with certainty.
To assist the decision maker, an aid has been developed which 
combines the techniques of decision theory, probability, model 
building, simulation, and risk analysis, and which is designed to 
lengthen the arm of management in deciding which of many 
alternative courses of action are most likely to accomplish 
desired objectives. This system is now in general use throughout 
financial management of our company. Might I add that through 
the use of remote computer consoles, the managers using this 
system can have the results they require about budget forecasting 
in minutes, without having to leave their offices. The fact that
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they can have these results in such a short span of time has 
allowed these managers to experiment with further alternatives, 
and to arrive at better decisions. The combination is having 
quite dramatic effect in this particular application area.
What does the general application of management science 
techniques mean to present day mar.gement?
One thing seems certain. If these techniques are producing 
results, or could be developed to produce results, then the 
executives who could use them profitably, will have to lean more 
heavily on the scientist to help him use them, or even to prove 
that these techniques could be of use to his operation. The 
scientist’s responsibility to the executive is to develop the 
practical application of these new techniques, and to make such 
applications manageable.
3._____ OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Operations Research (O.R.) has had the most far-reaching 
effects on management of all the new approaches to decision making. 
This :'war-baby", which was quickly adopted for the solution of 
business problems, has grown quickly to near full adulthood.
There still remains some considerable confusion over the 
definition of the term "operations research". This is mainly 
due to the general assumption that every application of the
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scientific method to assist decision making can be called
4"operations research”, which, as Duckworth points out , is 
nonsense and should be recognised as such.
There are some who identify O.R. as a heterogeneous 
assortment of mathematical techniques. Even most O.R. men will 
fail to define the term with any degree of uniformity, but will 
hasten to mention the techniques that are used. O.R. is not the 
techniques but the whole approach used to solve management 
problems. The techniques are the tool kit of the O.R. worker.
Operations research is, as its name implies, research 
into operations. When applied in the business area these are 
industrial operations; in the military area these are military 
operations. It is an^proach, or a method, to measure these 
operations with the aim of providing a quantitative basis for 
decision making.
Ouite often O.R. is likened to, and confused with 
Management Accountancy, Industrial Engineering, Work Study, 
and other techniques for measuring industrial operations. Really 
it is quite different from these activities. As Churchman,
Ackoff, and Arnoff suggest in their definition of O.R., as given 
in Appendix A, 'Operations Research" is concerned with "problems 
involving the operation of a system so as to provide those in 
control of the system with optimum solutions to the problems".
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O.R. is concerned with the system as a whole, whereas the other 
disciplines are concerned with operations in special areas or 
categories within the system. All are there to perform distinct 
services to management, but there may be some overlapping of their 
functions. Certainly the techniques of each service are shared to 
some extent by the others.
IBecause the research is into operations as a whole, a 
team approach is usually taken. The scientist or mathematician, 
or statistician, that is the O.R. worker, will work with the 
manager to obtain a solution to the problem. The manager knows 
the system, the problem, and the objectives; he can also assess 
the practicality of the solution. The scientist, on the other 
hand, has objectivity, quantitativeness, and the capacity; through 
his training, to perform the required analysis of the problem.
The manager and the O.R. specialist have unique con­
tributions to make during each stage of an O.R. project, which 
are generally defined as being:-
(1) The formulation of the problem;
(2) The construction of a mathematical model 
to represent the system under study;
(3) The derivation of a solution from the model;
(4) Testing the model and the solution derived from it;
(5) Establishing controls over the solution; and
(6) Putting the solution to work.
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There exists a strong movement, which is growing con­
tinually, that the manager should adopt the methods of O.R. for 
the solution to many of his problems, if not the greater majority. 
The cry is "mathematics for management”, and is for the decreasing 
use of pure judgment, and increasing use of methods measurement, 
or quantification, for business decisions. In other words, the 
manager is to become well acquainted with the techniques of O.R.
A good example of what this means has been provided by Bird and 
Byrt"\ They show that the traditional distribution of decision 
making methods,, could be
Number of 
Decisions
JUDGMENT SIMPLE
QUANTIFICATION RESEARCH
Here the types of decisions are:-
- Judgment - based on experience, vague rules of the
trade, intuition.
- Simple Quantification - some calculation of possible
results, and pay-offs.
- Operations research - which involves the construction
and manipulation of mathematical models.
- Advanced quantification - the use of advanced statistical 
and mathematical techniques =
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In their very interesting discussion, Bird and Byrt indicate 
that the modern approach, advocated by many, is to push the 
curve to the right with normal distribution about the centre, 
that is O.R. The modern approach is shown thus:
We cannot expect that all managers will become mathematicians.
We certainly cannot expect that judgment will become outmoded.
What we can expect is that management x̂ ill increasingly use 
quantitative methods to assist their judgment in making decisions, 
and therefore x̂ ill increasingly rely on mathematics and 
mathematicians to help provide the answers.
3._____O.R, APPLICATIONS
Many excellent books have been written on the techniques 
of O.R., and the areas of business to which these techniques have 
been applied. I will summarise these as follows
(1) The main application areas for O.R. have been:
a. Production control,
b. Inventory control,
Number of 
Decisions
JUDGMENT SIMPLE OPERATIONS ADVANCED
OUANTIFICATION RESEARCH OUANTIFICATION
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c. Financial management,
d. Location of distribution outlets,
e. Transportation choices,
f. Transportation scheduling,
g. Investment analysis,
h. Replacement of old equipmei.t,
i. Executive compensation, and 
j. Market forecasts.
(2) The main techniques which have been found useful 
in one or more particular areas are:
a. Linear programming,
b. Dynamic programming,
c. Information theory,
d. Communication theory,
e. Sampling theory,
f. Stochastic models,
g. Monte Carlo methods,
h. Game theory,
i. Cybernetics,
■j. Probability and mathematical statistics, 
k. Decision theory.
There have been many excellent case studies of the application 
of O.R. These studies have clearly laid out the benefits that have
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been obtained from the use of the method. In general, it would 
appear that the benefits are as follows:
a. It enables management to see and understand the 
whole business in fairlyCsimple terms;
b. It makes it possible to take dtrisions with 
respect to one area of the business, without 
"sub-optimizing”; that is, improving the 
efficiency of one area at the expense of 
another;
c. All alternative possible courses of action are 
presented to management, thus enabling the 
determination of the "best' solution;
d. It can show management what measurements are 
appropriate to a certain decision and a certain 
area of the business;
e. These methods can point out who should receive 
the information concerning the decision, and 
when they should receive it; and
f. Those methods provide a basis for predicting 
the consequences of changes in the firm's 
procedures or in the environment.
I think that you will agree that these are powerful benefits, and 
strong reasons why O.R. is being furthered developed and widely 
applied as an aid for decision making.
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4. CONCLUSION
Progress in our economy is governed to a large extent, 
by the ability of management in the aggregate to do its job 
effectively. The tool of management is information on which is 
based decisions that determine the actions and efforcs of those 
who contribute physically to our progress. If this is to be done 
effectively, then the information should be the best that is 
obtainable. Management Science is directed towards providing 
that ’’best” information, and giving management a sound basis 
upon which to make their decisions. It is because of these 
objectives, and the success of the management science methods, 
which have been employed to date, that we cannot ignore 
Management Science and its aids for decision making, which are 
having such a revolutionary impact upon management.
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APPENDIX A 
Some Definitions of Operations Research
1. ’’Operations Research: the use of analytic methods adopted from
mathematics for solving operational problems. The objective is 
to provide management with a more logical basis for making 
sound predictions and decisions. Among the common scientific 
techniques used in operations research are ' .he following
linear programming, probability theory, information theory, 
game theory, monte carlo method, and queuing theory.
Synonymous with 0.R .".
(U.S. Bureau of the Budget’s A.D.P. Glossary.)
2. "Operations Research: is the scientific method of providing
executive departments with a quantitative basis for decisions 
regarding the operations under their control."
Philip M. Morse & George E. Kimball,
’Methods of Operations Research',
(New York" John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1951)
3. "Operations Research: is applied decision theory."
David W. Miller & Martin K. Starr,
'Executive Decisions and Operations Research',
(Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1960)
4. "Operations Research: is the prediction and comparison of the
values, effectiveness, and costs of a set of proposed 
alternative courses of action involving man-machine systems".
Ellis A. Johnson,
’The Executive, the Organisation and Operations Research'. 
"Operations Research for Management,
(The John Hopkins Press, 1954).
5. "Operations Research: is the application of scientific methods,
techniques, and tools to problems involving the operations of a 
system so as to provide those in control of the system with 
optimum solutions to the problems”.
C.West Churchman, Russell L. Ackoff, E. Leonard Arnoff, 
'Introduction to Operations Research',
(New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1957).
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6. "Operations Research; is what operations research 
practitioners do”.
Philip M. Morse
A.
\
♦
SCHEDULING, ALLOCATION AND SIMULATION
by
J. K. Doherty
Executive Engineer 
Kembla Coal and Coke Pty. Ltd.
1_._______ INTRODUCTION
Scheduling, allocation and simulation are generic terms 
covering particular executive acts which all hurans continually 
undertake. The first two are covered by planning, although we 
shall carefully distinguish between them, and the third by 'doing 
one’s homework" to ensure the answer is known before the large 
scale examination puts the chosen method through its paces.
The general interest in the three areas in industry is 
self-evident. The particular purpose in bringing them together 
for a seminar is that each area has, to some degree, been studied 
in the past by people with a scientific bent. The objective of 
the study has been to remove unnecessary human resources from 
producing results and information which could be provided more 
efficiently by a systematic and, where possible, an automatic 
approach.
Such investigation of industrial procedures has not 
been isolated to the three under discussion. Quite apart from 
physics and chemistry which have dominated industrial technology,
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there has always been a dabbling in systematising an increasing 
part of the human's daily work program. About 1940 the term 
Operations Research was coined to cover the new discipline and the 
purpose of this lecture is to abstract three techniaues, from a 
whole range available to the operations researcher, for some 
consideration.
Operations Research as a science emerged out of a 
convergence of an increased interest in those types of problems 
associated broadly with the management function - decision making 
in conditions of uncertainty or complexity.
The economic planning, execution and control of industry 
brought with it a functional division of labour. As a consequence 
of this division the decision making functions are allocated to 
different persons at different responsibility levels in an 
organisation. The management type problem arises when there is 
uncertainty and complexity and usually involves as well:
i) a conflict of interest and 
ii) a measure of effectiveness of the whole organisation. 
Experience has shown that application areas for techniques 
developed by Operations Research people lie in large industry and 
particularly where production processes are integrated. A range 
of alternatives must always be available before any one of the 
techniques can be applied.
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It will be noted that each section of the lecture attempts 
to set up a graphical, mathematical or statistical model respectively, 
of the problem at hand. Models which exhibit similarities in the 
three areas have solutions (algorithms) which may be used to solve 
an infinity of similar problems.
2.______ SCHEDULING
2_. 1______Engineering scheduling:
Perhaps the simplest problem in recent years which has been 
successfully approached in a formalised way is the area known as 
critical path scheduling.
As with most problems described as schedules there is 
a sequence involved as well, often given the title ’’planning .
The sequence of the project represents the logic and the actual 
schedule derives from the rates of carrying out the various steps 
of the plan.
Until the advent of critical path methods the sequencing 
and scheduling of a piece of construction, maintenance or 
production often required written description, sketches, bar 
charts and timetables. Sometimes all these means are not clear 
enough to exploit the best thinking and experiences available.
Three dimensional models have been used to generate ideas and 
indicate construction sequence. The model assists in understanding
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the inter-relationships between physical items during construction.
The development of the critical path method represents a parallel 
approach to the physical model except that the elements are 
activities instead of physical parts.
The basis of the critical path schedule is an arrow
diagram.
An arrow diagram is a simplified aid for analysing 
requirements, and planning the sequence of events leading to 
an objective. It can be used to show for each step in the program, 
what work must precede, what other activities may be carried on 
simultaneously or independently and what can follow. Subordinate 
participants may clearly see what parts they must carry out, how 
their work relates with others and better understand their 
responsibilities toward program objectives. Higher management 
can be quickly informed of a proposal for their audit and guidance.
The beginning and end of a job are events on an arrow 
diagram network; they are represented by numbered circles called 
nodes (see Fig. 1). Events are to be distinguished from jobs or 
activities which are indicated by arrows.
A simple sequence is shown in Fig. 1. In this case A must 
precede B and job C cannot be started until B is complete.
Alternative sequences are also shown.
Sometimes one may wish to establish that a particular event j , 
cannot occur before some other event i, although no specific job occurs
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between the txro. In such a case* a dummy arrow is inserted, the 
function of which is simply to indicate the sequence of events. Most 
dummies take zero time; they are represented by broken arrows. For 
example, consider the following group of jobs which occur when dealing 
with a flat tyre on a motor car.
A Remove wheel with punctured tyre 
B Repair puncture 
C Bring spare wheel from boot 
D Fit spare wheel to hub.
Both B and D must follow A, and D must also follow C.
Fig. 2 meets all these conditions, but is wrong because it
implies that B must follow C. This is not so. By using a dummy 
arrow we can make up Fig. 3, which satisfies all the requirements. 
This example also serves to illustrate another rule, which is that 
no single job may be shown more than once in an arrow diagram.
> (T>
B
^ G >
A C
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2.1.1 Critical paths:
Once a network has been established the duration 
of all jobs is estimated. The network may then be used to determine 
such important time elements as:
T^ = earliest starting times 
T. = latest completion times
The critical path is established as the longest 
connected time path through the project. Activities which do 
not lie on the critical path will exhibit ''float”. This 
expression can be defined in various ways and one must understand 
the definition to interpret the exact meaning. As an example, 
total float, TF = T -T-j-D-j-j• TF represents the amount of time that 
the start-up of a job can be shifted without affecting its chain 
of jobs.
_2 .1.2 Computational method:
A standard technique is to calculate all the earliest 
start times at each node on the first run through the network.
By working backwards the latest completion times can be calculated. 
A further calculation produces latest start times. An equality of 
earliest and latest start shows a critical job.
Networks having greater than 100 activities are better 
handled by a computer. Below this figure the cost is rarely worth
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the effort. Once a computer is used there is the opportunity to 
extend the basic requirements into resource allocation and cost 
control fields.
In terms of marginal increase in job control efficiency 
the step from bar charting to critical path method, in whatever 
form it is handled, is the greatest step. Except for very large 
projects, resources and integration of costing into the critical 
path are hardly warranted due to the increasing cost of preparing 
data, difficulty in ensuring data is accurate and that reports are 
being understood by those who are responsible. Resources at the 
best of tiroes are indefinable in their real limitations as they 
are dependent on balancing of costs incurred in obtaining an extra 
resource unit as opposed to the costs of deferring the job.
So far as project control is concerned a major gain 
through critical path scheduling has been the overcoming of 
human failure to see time in the future as worth as much as time 
now. Procrastination early in the project contributes directly 
to delays which are often only seen in true light as the completion 
date approaches and a multitude of jobs require drawing together 
for united completion.
2.2______Operational scheduling:
The scheduling of engineering projects described in the 
previous section has the important distinction of being involved
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in programming relatively few jobs with long time constants set 
in a fixed sequence domain. The amount of information required 
at any point in time is not great, changes in logic occur 
discretely and rarely, and complete reviews of the total system 
in isolation are possible. Even thotigh the project may be only 
of a few days duration, its treatment and schedule is static.
Operational scheduling is a dynamic situation involving 
decision functions and the analysis of the organisation. Chemical 
plant and paper plant controls are amongst the more complex units 
in operation on a regular basis. They do not, however, require to 
deal with statistical phenomena involving processes with high 
mean residence times combined with a significant variance.
Such a situation has existed in many steelmaking plants 
until recent times where the principle steel producing medium was 
the Open Hearth. The pattern of operations typically followed 
was:
(a) a group of furnaces working on a batch process in 
parallel, with process times of 10 ± 2 hours.
(b) A parallel casting bay to produce ingots with casting 
times 1.5 ± 0.5 hours.
(c) A parallel batch of soaking pits into which ingots 
are placed after stripping from their moulds. Residence time here 
may range from 3 to 12 hours depending on temperature.
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(d) Once ingots have been soaked they are removed for 
rolling in a primary mill for size reduction prior to distribution 
to one or more re-rolling outlets. Rolling times lie between one and 
three minutes.
In the configuration described there is an integrated 
organisation continually receiving information on the state of 
the system and re-arranging schedules to make the best of what 
exists. It becomes obvious on examination that the highly 
variable soaking times (influenced by cool to cold ingots) is a 
major source of instability when combined with variations in open 
hearth tapping times. This series system is subject to severe 
congestion from time to time as instability builds up, only to be 
resolved by major delays.
Control of this situation is deficient because of the 
human difficulties of prediction in situations fraught with 
uncertainty.
Investigation has been carried out on such systems, 
reported progress being shown in Japan, and the United Kingdom 
where electric furnaces are centrally organised. The variation 
at the Open Hearth level has been shown as difficult to control 
but not so the soaking pits. A rough knowledge of the temperature 
of ingot at entry to the soaking pit and prediction of rate of 
heating can allow a manual controller to better utilise rolling 
time and soaking pits. A flexible rolling program results from
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such control. Depending upon rolling demands at the subsidiary mills 
this may or nay not be satisfactory.
The centralised control necessary for scheduling overcomes 
the fragmentation of the human scheduler. He exists as a group of 
people all doing parts of the job and unable to impart comprehensive 
information at change of shift.
The trend away from Open Hearth production to rapid 
steelmaking processes like the L.D. converter has resolved many 
of the scheduling difficulties by removing one stage of uncertainty. 
It is likely, however, that complex operational scheduling studies 
will continue to be made because of the high '!pay-off:i involved.
_3_.______ ALLOCATION
There are many firms engaged in multi-variate allocation 
problems throughout the world. A few of these problems are emenable 
to mathematical programming to obtain optimal results. Less still 
are suitable for solution by a special sub-class of programming 
called linear programming.
3.1______Linear programming refers to a mathematical technique for
solving a general class of optimization problems dealing with the 
interaction of many variables subject to constraining conditions.
In solving these problems objectives such as profits, costs 
quantities produced, or other measures of effectiveness are to be 
obtained in the best possible or optimal fashion subject to the 
restraining conditions. These constraints may arise from a variety 
of sources.
In general, linear programming can be used for optimization 
problems in which the following conditions are satisfied:-
(i) Must be an objective which can be represented as a 
linear function.
(ii) A series of linear equalities or inequalities must 
exist which constrain the system to finite upper 
bounds or lower bounds.
(iii) There must be separate and identifiable activities 
and the level of each activity must be measurable 
in numerical terms.
In algebraic terms we might symbolise the activity levels 
of the system to be studied by a series of independent variables, x^
The system generally follows as:
x^  ̂0 (negative solution impossible)
x^ $ a_. (resource limitation)
f (x) = 0 (interactions between variables) r
G (x) = optimum (maximum or minimum) called the objective 
function.
All these functions are assumed linear over the range of
interest.
Even-determined systems are trivial and rare.
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The common form is under-determined where there are m 
constraints and n variables (n > m) including slacks and artificials, 
although over-determined problems are found.
A general iterative procedure called the simplex technique 
is available to handle linear programming models. Subject to 
conditions of infeasibility, degeneration and lack of boundary 
conditions in the problem, the technique guarantees an optimal 
solution for the data used. The solution proceeds stage by stage 
around an n-dimensional convex polyhedron selecting an increasingly 
better solution up to the optimal. The fact that the optimal 
solution is available is a major gain in management decision making.
The types of problem which are well known and have been 
solved are in transportation, blending, allocation of oil refinery 
production, chemical plant processing and dietary matters.
A special type of transportation problem called ship 
allocation is illustrated.
3.2______Shipping ;
All firms engaged in bulk transport of raw materials 
and finished products know the difficulties of planning the 
operations of a fleet of ships which includes both owned and 
chartered vessels subject to a variety of restrictions.
The difficulties are twofoldt
(a) short term scheduling handled by a man on the spot, 
capably solving day by day variations in the overall program.
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Mathematics will never help him nor displace him. Radar and radio 
might be the best technologies he can use x<rhen the going is tough.
(b) long term planning of operations, which must ultimately 
become short term when (a) takes over.
Let us assume a company owns and charters a number of 
vessels to carry raw materials including ballast between a number 
of ports on various routes. These vessels may be grouped by class.
If we let a variable, N. , exist where N represents the 
number of journeys of a vessel of class j carrying raw material 
i from port k to port Si then the objective is to minimise the cost 
(or maximise profit vjhere appropriate) of operations.
The mathematical statement of the model is as follows:
OBJECTIVE function
minimise [ [  C..k£ N±jk£
subject to the following constraints
1) uplift I I T N = R
j k for some i,£
2) availability £ £ |D.jk£ N.jk£ <? S. for all j
3) conservation £ (J N „ sJ, - I NiiksJ $ +1
1 1 k for all j ,s
£^s k^s 5-1
4) control equations taking special forms depending on 
circumstances
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WHERE
^ijk£ -*-s t*ie cost making a -journey 
carrying raw material i, on 
ship class j from port k to port £
T.. is the tonnage of raw material i carried
on ship class j
^iiki fc*le num^er days occupied in carrying 
raw material i on ship class j from port 
k to port Z
R.„ is the number of tons of raw material i i£
required at port Z annually
S. is the total number of days available .1
for all ships of class j
The cost coefficients represent the marginal costs of 
making the necessary journey.
The variable subscripting alloî s for a splitting of the 
port time and sea time as there may be a difference in cost. 
Ballast operations on ships do not complicate the cost picture 
as there is little difference between costs loaded and in ballast.
Allocation models of this type require a static time 
interval significantly greater than that of the longest journey
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involved, e.g. if 30 days is the longest round trip, a year's 
operations seem reasonably convenient for model planning and 
the obtaining of practical solutions.
The constraint equations are:
(1) the annual raw material requirements at ports of 
discharge (and perhaps limits at ports of origin) provides the 
first constraint,
(2) ships are not always available for each day of the 
year due to inspections, refits, strikes, etc., and the second 
set of equations constrains ships to not be overutilised,
(3) the third set is somewhat unusual. It depends 
upon a need in this model structure to ensure ships which enter 
a port leave the same port. If this did not happen, the program 
would allocate one way journeys. Over a year there is a difference 
of one journey allowed in ships’ arrivals and departures.
(4) Special controls exist for some ships and equations 
are provided to handle these. They may be part-chartering 
features or port entry constaints.
One additional item is usually required in a program like 
this, called a "deficit ship". If there is less capacity than 
called for an infeasible solution results. An extremely high 
cost deficit ship is included to take up the deficit where needed.
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In any program of practical size a computer would process 
the data for this model and provide non-integer answers for the 
number of ships. It is found in practice that rounding of answers 
is no problem. The optimal allocation provided, still requires 
scheduling and some variations will occur.
Apart from planning fleet operations, fleet replacements 
and potentially allowable costs for new vessels on offer can be 
readily inserted into the model for an examination of the 
financial changes.
There is no doubt that in any transportation problem like 
this one that the human planner cannot conceive the best solution 
from all those available. Experience in oil and raw material 
companies shows the importance of interaction in complex situations 
making human judgment unreliable where many alternatives exist.
Speed of decision is also important. With a problem 
containing 200 variables, 45 constraint equations and matrix 
density of 8% the solution time is about 2 minutes and iterations 
less than 60 - when a high speed computer is used.
Examination of solutions can lead to re-thinking in 
terms of:
(a) switching ship classes,
(b) detrimental nature of some ships on some runs,
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(c) physical material requirements creating major but 
localised difficulties.
The linear programming solution stimulates a certain 
amount of detailed analytical work to test the validity of 
surprising elements in the solution. It acts as a catalyst 
to conventional methods and improves our understanding of the 
work at hand.
4.______ SIMULATION
As many management decisions are made under conditions of 
uncertainty they are similar to predictions of outcomes in most 
fields of science. However, there are many branches of engineering 
for example, where a relationship of the form 
y = mx + b
is used to design (or to predict the suitability for accepting 
loads, flows, pressures etc.) components. Here there is often 
a great deal of uncertainty, but factors of safety take care of 
the unknown. Such a relationship is deterministic in the sense 
that it is used to predict outcomes that are independent of time 
or do not have consequential effects on other aspects of the 
design for stability. Here the algebraic relationship is suitable.
A class of problem exists which is better measured by a 
stochastic function
y - mx b ± a
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The term a is added to indicate a probabilistic notion. 
a may cover a probability distribution and its value may 
significantly affect the outcome of an event.
"Chance" of certain events occurring can interfere with 
normal steady-state happenings. Gambling is a form of chance which 
has been used, but not often understood by the gambler for centuries 
It must be remembered that most events containing an element of 
chance are not unpredictable in the long run but only in the short 
run. This explains the basic difference between a gambler and a 
banker.
Statistical simulation denends principally on making use of 
long run predictability for a satisfactory solution to problems.
Simulation is a technique which has been used in many 
fields to avoid heavy expenditure on costly designs which may not 
succeed.
Ideally, if one is faced with a problem, say the problem 
of choosing the better of two designs of aircraft, an infallible 
way of making the right decision (assuming one at least will fly) 
is to build them both and fly them - then decide. This is an 
expensive method of making the right decision. A much more 
acceptable way of finding out, is to build models and test them.
This technique is used whenever possible to carry out investigations 
A body of knowledge concerning dimensional similarity exists for 
model analysis of this sort.
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Statistical simulation is an adaptation of the model 
building technique. It is completely abstract and relies on a 
set of rules, and methods of predicting outcomes. The theory of 
simulation is not complex.
In certain fields of management decision making, simulation 
may be a useful technique. In management, just as in engineering, 
it is rare to accept trial and error - more commonly it is trial 
and disaster.
The general technique of simulation includes simulated 
sampling (Monte Carlo) which is a method of replacing and actual 
system (or part thereof) by its probability distribution and then 
sampling from a theoretical distribution at random. The number of 
sampled events is allowed to build up until a picture of the 
actual system is obtained, giving a measure of the sensitivity 
of various controls in the system.
The best way to understand simulation is to solve a problem 
oneself. It will be seen that it is applicable to all queuing 
situations, interconnected systems, events involving pure chance, 
and stock control. The technique is usually sub-divided into an 
"event" type or "time interval" type. In the former case one 
looks at the system under study each time something happens. In 
the latter case one up-dates all parts of the system at a fixed 
time interval.
The building-up of an example involves an appreciation of 
the rules which organise the order in which decisions are made and 
groups of decision functions.
A decision function can be described by a cumulative 
probability function.
The function is built up by observations of the actual 
occurrence of events, or predictions if the system is not yet in 
operation. Mathematical curve-fitting can usually provide 
approximations for most decision functions.
The rules, or logic, for simulation can usually be 
expressed as a flow chart (see fig.4). This chart is typical 
of a simulation model. It attempts to depict a typical wharf 
unloading operation. Within the chart there are questions asked 
to obtain certain outcomes from decision functions or states of 
the wharf. The type of information which may be available on the 
wharf could be summarised as follows:
Unloading Specifications
There are two ship sizes which discharge according to a
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normal distribution
Ship Size Probability Discharge rate - tons/hr Upper Limit
Tons of Arrival Mean Standard Deviation
10000 .815 900 107 1150
17000 .185 1040 49 1150
Ships are handled on a first come, first served basis and
join a queue if service is not available.
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Set initial conditions 
as required
\/
Find out 
next shi]
time when 
3 arrives
Yes
T
Add the new ship 
to a queue
No
Record the future arrival 
time. Move one ship from 
queue to berth to commence 
discharge.
\t
Accumulate the total 
hours spent by this 
ship in queue.
Update the system 
clock and allow 
the ship to 
commence discharge
Find out size of ship and 
discharge rate. Calculate 
time taken to discharge. 
Update system clock and 
accumulate additional hours 
for any ships in queue.
this future 
ival time for 
next ship
tave 
we
recorded
1 / a future \-Yesj-\ arrival / No
time /
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Any number of facilities may be included in the system to 
observe the economic and throughput effects.
Sampling from a random number table provides the probability 
figures to make decisions. The number of times the simulation 
requires execution is determined by examining the statistical 
stability of the major variables described by the system, e.g. 
waiting time, unloaded tonnage and average number of ships in the 
queue.
Statistical simulation may be used on a variety of 
different problems. The predictions available on changes 
proposed in a system are the most important derivatives from 
simulation. Thus it is important to test the model against the 
existing practical state where possible.
Many simulation models have been described in literature. 
Applications cover repetitive mechanical mining, crane and 
foundry operations, spare parts holdings, production process 
congestion problems, and materials handling.
5_._______ CONCLUSION
The techniques referred to in scheduling, allocation 
and simulation represent important uses of systematic 
procedures in an endeavour to solve a small portion of the 
difficult problems which arise in industry.
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Although the occasional answer may be directly useful 
it more often than not requires further human deliberation and 
interpretation. The abstraction of the model always requires 
some simplification. Thus we may conclude that operations 
research does not replace judgments it merely assists it by 
providing better information sources.

